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US Antitrust Laws Governing
Premerger Engagement
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Antitrust in the Premerger Context

Antitrust laws govern the
pre-closing conduct of parties to
mergers, acquisitions, and joint
ventures
• Merging firms have legitimate interest in
engaging in certain forms of coordination

• Merging firms must be careful to maintain
separate identities and behave in a
competitive manner until closing

Antitrust risks in due diligence and
integration planning are
manageable in every transaction
• To mitigate the antitrust risks from
premerger coordination, parties must
implement and adhere to antitrust
guidelines
• Parties that are existing or potential
competitors or that are in a vertical
relationship (e.g., customer-supplier)
should exercise particular caution in due
diligence and integration planning
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Gun Jumping

What is gun jumping
• Gun jumping occurs when parties to
a transaction fail to remain independent
actors prior to closing
– The premature consolidation of the
parties’ businesses (premature
control); or
– The exchange of information between
competitors (information exchange)

Two contexts in which risks of gun
jumping arise
Due Diligence
• Occurs prior to and until signing
• Purpose to value and assess the target
and deal

Integration Planning
• Lasts until closing
• Purpose to plan for consolidated
operations and facilitate realization
of synergies
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Primary US Antitrust Laws

The Hart-Scott-Rodino Act (HSR Act)
• Civil penalties (maximum $41,484/day); and
• Equitable relief

Section 1 of the Sherman Act
“Every contract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of
trade or commerce among the several States, or with foreign nations, is declared to be
illegal”
• Penalties (civil and criminal)
• Potential follow-on litigation with treble damages

Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act (FTC Act)
“Unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce . . . are hereby declared unlawful”
• Penalties include cease and desist orders and equitable relief
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Primary US Antitrust Laws
Continued

Restrictions on Conduct Continue Until Closing
• Restrictions on information exchange and coordinated action under Section 1 and
Section 5 continue until closing, even if the HSR waiting period has expired or was
terminated
• The fact that the HSR waiting period has expired or was terminated may be relevant to
the question of competitive effects under the rule of reason
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2

Premature Control
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Premature Control

The Delicate Balance of Control
• Prior to the expiration or termination of the HSR waiting period, the parties must continue to compete
with one another
– Acquiring party generally should not exert control over the acquired party
• However, the acquiring party also needs to be comfortable that the value of the acquired company is not
materially diminished while the merger is being reviewed
• Tension often manifests in drafting and executing the terms of the merger agreement
• Drafting a merger agreement that walks the line of avoiding control while still protecting the interests of
the acquiring company can be challenging

Agency Analysis
• The agencies will assess whether conduct has the effect of transferring beneficial ownership of the target
prior to the expiration or termination of the HSR waiting period
• To do so, the agencies will consider whether sufficient indicia of beneficial ownership have been
transferred to the buyer such that the parties have effectively consummated the transaction prior to the
end of the HSR waiting period
12

Assessing Premature Control:
Beneficial Ownership

Indicia of beneficial ownership include:

The right to obtain the
benefit of any increase
in value or dividend

The right to vote the stock
or to determine who
may vote the stock

The risk of loss
of value

The investment discretion
(including the power to
dispose of the stock)

Factors to assess whether sufficient
indicia have been transferred include:

Access to confidential
information and control
over key decision

Ability to reverse any
key decision if the merger
does not close

Whether the target’s key
decisions were unilateral,
mandated by the buyer, or
something in between

Whether the buyer has tried
to preempt attractive
opportunities (e.g., hire key
employees, appropriate
proprietary know-how,
negotiate with important
customers)
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Flakeboard/SierraPine (2014)

Deal Overview

DOJ Complaint

• In January 2014, Flakeboard and SierraPine
entered into an agreement for Flakeboard to
acquire SierraPine’s particleboard mills in
Springfield, OR and Martell, CA, and a mediumdensity fiberboard mill in Medford, OR

• The DOJ alleged that the parties’ coordination to
shut down a Sierra Pine mill and to move the
mill’s customers to Flakeboard was a per se
violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act and
prematurely transferred control during the HSR
waiting period in violation of the HSR Act

• The parties filed HSR notifications in January
2014 and the DOJ issued second requests; the
waiting period expired in August 2014 after the
parties certified substantial compliance
• The parties subsequently abandoned the
transaction

• In November 2014, both parties agreed to pay
$1.9m in civil penalties under the HSR Act and
Flakeboard agreed to pay $1.15m in
disgorgement, in order to resolve the alleged
violations of Section 1 of the Sherman Act and
the HSR Act
• The Final Judgment further prohibited the
parties from engaging in certain agreements
during the negotiation and interim periods of
future transactions
14

Flakeboard/SierraPine (2014)
Conduct Challenged in the DOJ’s Complaint

Violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act
• The parties coordinated during the HSR waiting period to shut down SierraPine’s Springfield, OR mill and to move
the mill’s customers to Flakeboard’s competing mill in Albany, OR

Violation of the HSR Act
• Flakeboard exercised operational control of, and therefore acquired beneficial ownership over, SierraPine’s business
during the pendency of the HSR waiting period by coordinating with SierraPine to:
– Close the Springfield mill irrespective of the HSR waiting period; and
– Transition Springfield customers to Flakeboard during the HSR waiting period, including by:
▪ Obtaining SierraPine’s competitively sensitive information, such as a detailed customer list which Flakeboard
distributed to its sales team;
▪ Delaying the announcement of the Springfield closure so that Flakeboard could “better position its sales
personnel to contact Springfield customers;”
▪ Directing the SierraPine sales team to tell Springfield customers that Flakeboard wanted their business and
would match SierraPine’s prices; and
▪ Coordinating with SierraPine to offer assurances of future employment with Flakeboard to key SierraPine sales
employees so that they would direct Springfield customers to Flakeboard
15

Duke Energy/Calpine (2017)

Deal Overview

DOJ Complaint

• In August 2014, Duke and Calpine entered
into an agreement for Duke to acquire
Osprey – a combined-cycle natural gasfired electrical generating plant – from
Calpine

• The DOJ alleged that through the
combination of an asset purchase
agreement and a contemporaneously
negotiated tolling agreement, Duke
obtained beneficial ownership of Osprey
before it filed an HSR notification, in
violation of the HSR Act

• The parties contemporaneously entered
into a tolling agreement that would be
effective until the acquisition’s closing
• The parties filed HSR notifications; the
HSR waiting period expired on February
27, 2015

• In January 2017, Duke agreed to pay
$600,000 in civil penalties to resolve the
alleged violation of the HSR Act
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Duke Energy/Calpine (2017)
Conduct Challenged in the DOJ’s Complaint

Violation of the HSR Act
• Duke obtained beneficial ownership of Osprey months before it filed HSR through the combination
of Duke’s (1) purchase agreement for Osprey, and (2) a tolling agreement
• The tolling agreement provided Duke with control over Osprey, including:
– The responsibility for determining the amount of power that Osprey would generate;
– The responsibility for procuring and delivering the necessary natural gas to Osprey;
– Arranging for the power generated at Osprey to be transmitted to its destination; and
– The right to receive the profits and losses from Osprey
• The DOJ alleged that Duke only entered into the tolling agreement due to its agreement to acquire
Osprey

– Duke entered into the tolling agreement in an effort to expedite approval for the Osprey purchase
from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), by enabling Duke to argue that it
already effectively controlled Osprey and that the transaction therefore would not change Duke’s
market share or increase concentration
17

Best Practices for Avoiding
Premature Control

Premature Control in Merger
Agreements
• Enforcement agencies recognize that an
acquiring party has legitimate commercial and
practical interests, and will expect and allow
reasonable post-signing covenants designed
to protect the target’s value
• Cause for concern arises where a purchase
agreement:

– Limits a target’s pre-closing conduct;
– Inhibits the target’s ability to retain its
competitive and operational independence;
and/or
– Effectively transfers operational control of the
seller to the buyer

Best Practices
• Parties must carefully consider covenants in
merger agreements that impose restrictions on
premerger conduct and/or require buyer
approval to ensure that ordinary course
competition is not restricted
– Negative covenants (e.g., providing the
acquiring party a right to review highthreshold, material assumption of liability)
have legitimate purposes. But care should be
exercised in determining their scope and
potential carve-outs

• No business integrations may begin until after
clearance is obtained; parties cannot allow for
even the appearance or suggestion that parties
have started to act as a single entity
• Clear guidelines should be issued early in the
transaction process
18

Best Practices: Permissible Conduct
Conduct generally considered permissible by antitrust authorities:

• Agreements to operate in the “ordinary course of business” consistent with
past practices
• Certain restrictions on conduct that would cause a “material adverse change”
in the target’s business
• Joint conduct considered lawfully independent of the proposed merger
• Joint marketing/advertisements that generally promote the transaction
(with appropriate guidelines and controls)
• Joint customer calls to discuss general benefits of the merger
• Disclosure of confidential business information related to competing
products in the context of litigation or settlement discussions (subject to a
protective order)
19

Best Practices: Prohibited Conduct
Conduct generally to be avoided:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agreements to exit certain businesses pending completion
Agreements to “slow roll” (or delay negotiations) with certain customers
Obtaining the other party’s pre-clearance for routine business decisions
Coordinating business strategies, production, sales, distribution, or
discount policies
Covenants in the merger agreement that entitle the buyer to review or approve the
seller’s ordinary course of business activities in areas in which the companies compete
Relocating staff to other party’s premises
Joint bidding for contracts when the normal industry practice does not allow for this
activity
Attending joint meetings with customers or other party’s internal meetings
Discussion of post-merger conduct of either party in relation to sales/marketing
prospects or mutual customers
20
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Information Exchange
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Information Exchange in
the Premerger Context

• Parties to a transaction need to exchange information for many reasons, including to:
– Value assets;
– Conduct due diligence;
– Engage in transition planning; and
– Preserve the value of the deal during the HSR waiting period
• The agencies want to ensure that potential transactions do not lessen competition while they
are being contemplated or if they do not proceed
– Maintain competition between the merging parties prior to closing
– Avoid transfer of information that would harm competition during merger negotiations or
that would harm the ability of the company being acquired to compete should the merger
fall through or be blocked
• Drawing a precise line between lawful due diligence and unlawful information sharing can
be challenging
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Risks of Information Exchange in the
Premerger Context

Information Exchange in Due Diligence
Concern that the exchange of competitively
sensitive information between existing or potential
competitors, or between parties in a vertical
relationship (e.g., customer-supplier), may lead to
or facilitate collusion
• Risk of reducing competition before the
transaction is consummated or if the transaction
is abandoned or blocked, e.g.,

Information Exchange in Integration
Planning
• Similar risks as in due diligence
• Level and detail of information sharing will
expand as parties progress toward closing
but risk associated with information exchange
will decrease as the parties satisfy conditions to
closing

– Basis to coordinate price, output, or some
other competitively significant terms during
the premerger period; or
– If the transaction falls through, information
could be used to coordinate future conduct
• Risk of spillover effects
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Information Exchange:
Relative Risk Levels

Low Antitrust Risk

Moderate Antitrust Risk

Significant Antitrust Risk

• Historical financial and accounting
information, including balance
sheets;

• Current strategic, marketing, or
business plans or planning
documents;

• Departmental or functional budgets
(not on a product-line basis);

• Future strategic initiatives,
including specific customer targets
and entry or expansion plans for
plants or products;

• Customer-specific or transactionspecific confidential information,
including details or copies of current
customer contracts;

• Business descriptions;

• Lists of current products; and
• Publicly available information

• Prospective financial information,
including budgets and projections,
as long as such materials do not
disclose the parties’ explicit
predictions regarding future pricing
or significant costs; and

• Current or prospective pricing on a
specific product or customer basis;
and
• Detailed production cost
information and/or
production schedules

• General predictions
of market trends
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Omnicare/UnitedHealth Group
(7th Cir. January 2011)

Deal Overview
• Omnicare is an institutional pharmacy that provides services to long-term care (LTC) facilities; it
negotiates contracts with health insurers who provide coverage to senior citizens in those LTC facilities
• Senior citizens pay their premiums to health insurers; health insurers then reimburse Omnicare at a prenegotiated rate
• In 2005, two health insurers – UnitedHealth and PacifiCare – entered into merger talks, conducted due
diligence, signed a merger agreement, and ultimately merged
• During due diligence, UnitedHealth and PacifiCare each negotiated separate contracts with Omnicare

• Following the merger, UnitedHealth (the acquiring company) abandoned its contract with Omnicare and
joined PacifiCare’s more favorable contract

Omnicare Complaint
• Omnicare sued, alleging a conspiracy (and fraudulent scheme) between UnitedHealth and PacifiCare to
coordinate their strategies for negotiating with Omnicare prior to consummating their merger and to
depress their reimbursement rate
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Omnicare/UnitedHealth Group
(7th Cir. January 2011)
Court Decisions

• The US District Court for the Northern District of Illinois granted summary judgment to UnitedHealth
• The US Court of Appeals for the 7th Circuit affirmed the judgment of the District Court, finding that:
– Early exchanges were restricted to aggregated pricing data, “sample regions,” “high level review,” and
“estimates”
– Price information was shared among a limited number of high-level executives (less likely to be involved
in the negotiation with Omnicare)
– Information shared outside the bounds of the Confidentiality Agreement, without further evidence of
concerted action, was not enough to support an inference of conspiracy
– Disclosed pricing information was “necessary to due diligence and was performed in a reasonably
sensitive manner”
– Communications after signing and before closing focused on “long-term strategic planning” and were
always “with an eye towards integration of services after the merger is completed”
– Information exchange process was monitored by outside antitrust counsel
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Best Practices on Information Sharing

Companies should
consult with
antitrust counsel to
manage risks when
obtaining
information
necessary for
diligence and
integration
purposes

Careful planning
and process
documentation can
reduce the risk of a
successful
allegation of
improper
information
sharing

Companies should
avoid exchanging
any information
beyond what is
necessary for
valuing the
transaction and
setting the stage for
post-merger
integration.
Detailed, current
competitive
information
presents the
highest risk

Creating a limited
due diligence team
with personnel who
are not responsible
for pricing and
marketing
decisions is
strongly advised

For necessary but
extremely sensitive
information,
aggregation or
using third-party
vendors to review
and summarize the
information should
be considered
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Competitor Information Sharing
in JVs and Mergers:
U.S. Legal Principles
Karen Kazmerzak

This Presentation
• Focus on legitimate collaborations among competitors
– Standards generally more permissive when arrangements do not involve competitors
– Analyzed under the “rule of reason” standard

• Excludes issues arising from cartels and naked restraints
– Deemed per se illegal
– Important, but not today’s presentation

– Distinction from today’s issues sometimes blurs

SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP
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Two Broad Families of Issues
• Pre-merger Conduct vs. Ongoing Conduct
– Pre-merger conduct: “Gun-jumping” before merger closing or JV formation
• Addressed in Mary Lehner’s presentation

• “Information sharing / diligence” strand
• Distinct from “premature control” strand

– Ongoing conduct: Ancillary restraints and collateral effects in the context of ongoing
cooperation
• Examples on next slide

SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP
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Ongoing Cooperation: Examples
• Joint ventures
– Where co-venturers compete with each other outside the venture
– Where a co-venturer competes with the venture

• Joint activity often not performed through entities
– Joint development arrangements
– Joint marketing and promotion
– Joint purchasing

• Distribution by vertically integrated firms
– Where a manufacturer sells through independent distributors and through own
distribution arm
– Where a component manufacturer sells to independent downstream firms and uses the
compenent in its own internal manufacturing operations

• Standard-setting organizations
• Trade association data collection and dissemination
• Benchmarking
SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP
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Benefits and Potential Harms of Information Exchanges
Benefits

Examples

• Facilitates efficient investment

• Stock exchanges

• Reduces search costs

• Airline reservation systems

• Cooperative price setting

• Co-brokerage fees in real estate

• Synchronization of technologies
But also…
Potential Harms

Examples

• Facilitates collusion

• Mechanism to monitor adherence to
a collusive arrangement

• Facilitates coordination or stabilize
prices

• Benchmarking among limited set of
firms

SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP
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Main Legal Principles

SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP
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Main Legal Principles in U.S.
• Information exchanges meant to enhance the efficiencies and output of the JV
are subject to rule of reason treatment
– Standard established in Chicago Board of Trade v. United States, 246 U.S. 231 (1918)
(emphasis added)
– “The true test of legality is whether the restraint imposed is such as merely regulates and
perhaps thereby promotes competition or whether it is such as may suppress or
even destroy competition.”
– Burden-shifting framework
• Plaintiff bears burden of presenting evidence that restraint harms competition
• If met, defendant bears burden of demonstrating procompetitive effects of conduct
• Plaintiff maintains ultimate burden of showing harm to competition outweighs benefits of restraint

• How to know when the conduct is subject to “rule of reason” or “per se illegal”?
– JV (or other collaboration) must involve actual efficiencies
– Information exchanged must be directly related and in furtherance of the collaborative
activities
SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP
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History Behind this Principle
• Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association v. United States, 268 U.S. 53 (1925)
– 22 manufacturers of hardwood flooring located in upper Midwest accounting for ~70% of
the flooring produced and sold in U.S., but accounted for much smaller percentage of
total stands of timber available for flooring
– Government conceded many of the activities of the trade association beneficial
– Government challenged four types of information exchange concerning the potential
harm of price uniformity
• Average costs of various classes of flooring

• Compilation and dissemination of freight rates
• Quantity and prices of flooring types sold (aggregated and anonymized)
• Organized meetings of association

– Court held conduct was lawful
• “[C]onsensus opinion of economists and of many of the most important agencies of the
Government that the public interest is served by the gathering and dissemination, in the widest
possible manner, of information with respect to the production and distribution, cost and prices in
actual sales, of market commodities, because the making available of such information tends to
stabilize trade and industry, to produce fairer price levels and to avoid the waste which inevitably
attends the unintelligent conduct of economic enterprise.”
SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP
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Progeny of Maple Flooring: Treatment of Ad Hoc Exchanges
• United States v. Container Corporation of America, 393 U.S. 333 (1969)
– Defendants accounted for 90% of corrugated containers in Southeastern U.S.
– Prices paid depended on alternative offers; suppliers would lower prices to match or beat
a competing offer.
– But then the suppliers began exchanging information with each other relating to specific
sales to identified customers, including exchange of price.
– This exchange had the effect of stabilizing prices, which the court deemed unlawful.
• “Price is too critical, too sensitive a control to allow it be used even in an informal manner to
restrain competition.”

• United States v. United States of Gypsum Company, 438 U.S. 422 (1978)
– Government alleged that gypsum board manufacturers telephoned each other to
determine the price currently being offered on gypsum board to a specific customer.

– Defendants claimed that the practice was intended to ensure the manufacturers were
meeting competition in compliance with the Robinson-Patman Act.
– Court recognized that the exchange of price information, without intent to conspire, is a
gray zone within the Sherman Act and cautioned against per se treatment and criminal
liability.
SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP
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Other Resources
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Statutes Specific to Joint Ventures
• Examples
– National Cooperative Research Act of 1984 (Pub. L. No. 98-462, 15 U.S.C. §§ 4301-05)
– National Cooperative Research and Production Act of 1993 (Pub. L. No. 103-42, 15
U.S.C. §§ 4301-05)
– Standards Development Organization Advancement Act of 2004 (“SDOAA”) (15 U.S.C.
4305(b))

• Recurring patterns
– Justified by need to correct business misperception about application of antitrust
prohibitions to beneficial conduct
– Exempts conduct that was already lawful under rule of reason
– Carves out antitrust-exposed conduct from scope of exemption, including information
exchanges

SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP
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U.S. Health Care Statements
• FTC/DOJ Statements of Antitrust Enforcement Policy in Health Care, issued in
1996
– https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/attachments/competition-policyguidance/statements_of_antitrust_enforcement_policy_in_health_care_august_1996.pdf

• Issued under intense political pressure, as Congress contemplated legislative
proposals that would have limited application of antitrust laws to the health care
sector
• Statements intended to provide “clarification” as to how the sector could operate
under mainstream antitrust principles
• Result: generally balanced and thoughtful guidance that has taken on a role as a
leading authority for the issues they address
– Statement 6: Provider Participation in Exchanges of Price and Cost Information
• Leading government statement to which trade associations and industry groups turn when
designing multi-member price and wage surveys

– Statement 7: Joint Purchasing Arrangements Among Health Care Providers
• Used across a number of industries to inform analysis of joint purchasing activities

SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP
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U.S. Competitor Collaboration Guidelines
• FTC/DOJ Antitrust Guidelines for Competitor Collaborations, issued in 2000
– https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/public_events/joint-venture-hearingsantitrust-guidelines-collaboration-among-competitors/ftcdojguidelines-2.pdf

• Tightrope walk between political calls for permissiveness and need to protect
against statements that undercut anti-cartel mission
• Beginning to achieve mainstream acceptance
– Increasingly cited by courts

– Although some advocate for revisions
• See Summer 2016 issue of the ABA Antitrust Magazine (vol. 30, no. 3) dedicated to joint ventures
and the Competitor Collaboration Guidelines

SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP
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Guidance from Europe
• European Commission Communication: Guidelines on the Applicability of Article
101 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union to Horizontal Cooperation Agreements (2011/C 11/01)
– Similar to U.S., recognizes information exchanges may have procompetitive benefits
– But EU Guidelines pay close attention to market structure and other market
characteristics
– Broader focus of concern (“strategic data” exchanges rather than more limited price and
output focus in U.S.)

– But flexibility shown for historical information and certain classes of agreements such as
R&D, joint production, joint purchasing

• Bright-line thresholds for safe harbors similar in approach to Competitor
Collaboration Guidelines
• But both U.S. and EU guidelines run the risk of chilling otherwise procompetitive
conduct

SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP
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Other Noteworthy U.S. Authority
• Major government policy statements
– Various business review letters by DOJ, such as:
• Greater N.Y. Hosp. Ass’n (2013), http://www.justice.gov/atr/public/busreview/291451.htm

• Woodwork Institute of California (2003) http://www.justice.gov/atr/public/busreview/201239.htm
• Hosp. Value Initiative (2010), http://www.justice.gov/atr/public/busreview/258013.htm
• Nat’l Ass’n of Small Trucking Cos. (2007), http://www.justice.gov/atr/public/busreview/222533.htm

– Various Advisory Opinions
• Generic Pharm. Ass’n (2012), http://www.ftc.gov/os/2012/08/120808gphaopinion.pdf
• Indep. Conn. Pet. Ass’n (2012), http://www.ftc.gov/os/2012/07/120702petroleumstaffletter.pdf
• Rx-360 (2010), http://www.ftc.gov/os/2010/09/100916bloomletter.pdf
• TriState Health Partners, Inc. (2009), http://www.ftc.gov/os/closings/staff/090413tristateaoletter.pdf

SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP
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Key Takeaways
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And Uncertainties Remain in U.S.
• How to treat public disclosures?
– Valassis and analyst calls
– Airline Tariff Publishing and posted prices

• When are buffers required?
– Internal firewalls
– Third-party intermediaries

• How to treat intermediaries and agents?
• How is competitive effect to be assessed?
– Who has the burden of proving effect?
– How are benefits and adverse effects to be measured?

• What is required as to efficiencies?
– When must they be shown?
– By whom?

SIDLEY AUSTIN LLP
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Information Exchanges: The Checklist
• Who is collecting the information?
– An entity that is a market participant?
• In JV context and within scope of JV may be protected
• But an ad hoc exchange among competitor raises red flags.

– An entity that is not a market participant?
• Used for benchmarking by a trade association—generally can be okay, but be careful the information
is sufficiently aggregated, anonymized, and stale.

• What information is being collected?
– Price and output information?
• Increased risk of antitrust liability, but may be okay if (1) within scope of JV or (2) used to benchmark
and sufficiently aggregated, anonymized, and stale.

– Other types of information?
• Less likely to be problematic unless allows a competitor to back into price or output information of a
competitor.

• What are they going to do with it (i.e., for what purpose?)
– Ad hoc by a competitor? Inherently suspect (see Container Board)
– Part of a JV or benchmarking exercise? Risk decreased (see Maple Flooring).
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Information Sharing by Competitors
Recent Developments
Meghan E.F. Rissmiller
Washington, DC
January 2019

Current events in information sharing
• As recent events have demonstrated, the FTC and DOJ remain focused on
curbing unlawful information exchanges among competitors.
• Since the last time we did this program, we have seen…
• Litigation
– In re Broiler Chicken Antitrust Litig. (2016)

– United States v. DirecTV Group Holdings, LLC and AT&T, Inc. (2016; settled 2017)
– United States v. Sinclair Broadcast Group (2018)

• Guidance
– DOJ/FTC Guidance to HR Professionals (2016)
– Related enforcement actions
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Recent litigation
In re Broiler Chicken Antitrust Litig.
United States v. DirecTV Group Holdings, LLC and AT&T, Inc.
United States v. Sinclair Broadcast Group

In re Broiler Chicken Antitrust Litig. (2016)
• In a putative class action, plaintiffs claimed that chicken producers
conspired to fix prices for broiler chickens.
– N.D. Ill., Case No. 1:16-cv-08637
– Plaintiffs: direct purchasers and indirect purchasers, including poultry distributors,
major food service wholesalers, major grocery store chains, and poultry consumers
– Defendants: Koch Foods, Tyson, Pilgrim’s Pride, Perdue, and a variety of others

• Allegations were that the parties coordinated output and limited
production to increase price.
• Means of doing so through detailed exchanges of forward-looking
competitively sensitive information on a regular basis.
– Agri Stats
– The Georgia Dock Broiler price index
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What information was allegedly shared?
• Agri Stats
– Hatchery capacity, costs, and age of broiler breeder flocks
– Feed manufacturing, delivery, and formulation data
– Information on flocks provided to contract farmers, including number of chicks,
mortality, feed conversion rate (lbs of feed per lb of broiler), average daily weight gain,
among other information
– Slaughter and processing information, including production volume, age and weight of
broilers at time of slaughter, processing line speeds, among other information
– Broiler inventory level
– Sales data by particular finished product type, packaging form, customer, etc.

– Financial information, including monthly operating profit, sales, and cost per live lb

• Georgia Dock
– Weekly pricing information for broilers provided by 8 large poultry companies
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Class action litigation is ongoing
• Cases still pending in district court

• October 2018 announcement of late 2017 “icebreaker” settlement with
Fieldale Farms, one of the smallest defendants, for $2.2 million
– In exchange for providing plaintiffs information that Fieldale provided to the Florida
Attorney General in its investigation of alleged poultry price fixing, phone records, other
documents, and depositions of its employees

• Separately, farmers filed suit in February 2018 against many of the
defendants alleging anticompetitive “no-poaching” agreements that
suppressed farmers’ wages
– Claim that information sharing affecting wages occurred via Argi Stats data, National
Chicken Council meetings, and regular visits to each other’s facilities
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United States v. DirecTV Group Holdings (2016)
• On November 2, 2016, the DOJ sued DirecTV Group Holdings (and
AT&T, which acquired DirecTV in 2015) for its role in relation to a series
of allegedly unlawful information exchanges.
• The DOJ alleges that DirecTV coordinated with AT&T, Cox
Communications, and Charter Communications about the decision to
carry the Dodgers Channel, which has exclusive rights to telecast locally
almost all Dodgers games.
• The complaint claims DirecTV facilitated communications that reduced
“each rival’s fear that competitors would carry the Dodgers Channel,
thereby providing DirecTV and its competitors artificially enhanced
bargaining leverage.”
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What information was shared?
• Executives at each company are alleged to have engaged in regular
communications regarding the status of their Dodgers Channel
negotiations. The DOJ alleged the communications included:
– Texts and voice messages that improperly discussed non-public information about their
content negotiations and future plans.
– Mutual assurances no company would launch the Dodgers Channel in the near term.

• According to the DOJ, such communications “corrupted the competitive
process that should have resulted in each company making an
independent decision on whether to carry the Dodgers Channel, subject
to competitive pressures arising from independent decisions made by
other, overlapping MVPDs.”
– Each company was “safer” because they had reason to believe they would not lose
subscribers if they did not carry the Dodgers Channels with the knowledge that no one
else intended to do so.
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An update, 2017 settlement
• DOJ announced it had reached a settlement in March 2017

• Prohibited:
– Defendants may not communicate or request competitively sensitive, non-public
strategic information such as negotiating strategy, carriage plans, or pricing

• Exceptions:
– When connected with a lawful joint venture, due diligence for a potential transaction, or
enforcement of a most-favored-nation term
– Pursuant to negotiations with another MVPD to sell/buy video programming to/from the
other MVPD
– With video programmers, including those associated with MVPDs, when pertaining to
potential or actual carriage of the programmer’s content
– When responding to news media questions about programming distribution and carriage
negotiations, providing negotiating strategy is not disclosed
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United States v. Sinclair Broadcast Group (2018)
• On November 13, 2018, the DOJ sued 6 owners of local television stations
for sharing competitively sensitive information, seeking an injunction.
– Defendants: Sinclair Broadcasting Group, Inc., Raycom Media, Inc., Tribune Media Co.,
Meredith Corp., Griffin Communications, and Dreamcatcher Broadcasting
– Amended complaint dated Dec. 13, 2018, added Nexstar Media Group, Inc.

• DOJ alleged that information sharing resulted in each station being better
able to anticipate whether their competitors were likely to raise, maintain,
or lower spot advertising prices.
• This information in turn informed the stations’ own pricing strategies and
negotiations with advertisers, harming the competitive price-setting
process.
– Advertisers were unable to get lower prices by playing the stations off of each other.
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What information was shared?
• DOJ alleged the owners exchanged current and future pacing information
and other forms of non-public sales information in certain metro areas.
– Pacing information compares a station’s advertising revenues booked for a certain time
period to the same point in the prior year. Pacing is a measure of performance but also of
a station’s unsold or available inventory.
– The stations compete with each other to sell spots for adverting in a local market.

• Revenue pacing information shared were routine and included data on
national and local revenues (or both).
• Information was shared via the two primary national sales rep firms and
directly.
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Settlements
• DOJ announced it had reached a settlement with the original six firms in
November 2018 and the additional firm in December 2018.
• Prohibited:
– Defendants may not share competitively sensitive information, including pricing or
pricing strategies, pacing, holding capacity, revenues or market shares to stations in the
same market or to sales reps for competitive stations.

• Exceptions:
– When information is shared with advertising customers or prospective customers.
– When connected with a lawful joint venture or due diligence for a potential transaction.
– When through third-party aggregation services provided that individual stations cannot
identify, deduce, or estimate the prices or pricing of their competitors.
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Guidance
DOJ/FTC Guidance to HR Professionals (2016)
Related enforcement action

DOJ/FTC Guidance to HR Professionals (2016)
• Issued October 2016

• “HR professionals should take steps to ensure that interactions with other
employers competing with them for employees do not result in an
unlawful agreement not to compete on terms of employment.”
• Although two companies may not compete in the same industry, they can
still compete for a certain type of employee (an IT professional, e.g.), and
thus be “competing employers” under this guidance.
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Per se unlawful agreements
• The federal antitrust agencies have taken enforcement actions against
employers that have agreed not to compete for employees.
• These types of agreements are illegal per se.
– Wage-fixing agreements (e.g., uniform bill-rate schedule set for nurses working for
competitor hospitals)
– No-poaching agreements (e.g., agreement among competitors not to cold call each
other’s employees)

• Potential consequences:
– Civil law suit (treble damages)
– Criminal prosecution
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Agreements suggesting anticompetitive conduct
• “While agreements to share information are not per se illegal and
therefore not prosecuted criminally, they may be subject to civil antitrust
liability when they have, or are likely to have, an anticompetitive effect.”
• Even “periodic exchange of current wage information in an industry with
few employees” could be circumstantial evidence of an implicit agreement
not to compete on wages.
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Strategies for lawful information exchanges
• An information exchange may be lawful if:
– A neutral third party manages the exchange;
– The exchange involves information that is relatively old;
– The information is aggregated to protect the identity of the underlying sources; and
– Enough sources are aggregated to prevent competitors from linking particular data to an
individual source.

• Merger-specific guidance:
– “In the course of determining whether to pursue a merger or acquisition, a buyer may
need to obtain limited competitively sensitive information. Such information gathering
may be lawful if it is in connection with a legitimate merger or acquisition proposal and
appropriate precautions are taken.”
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United States v. Knorr-Bremse AG & Wabtec (2018)
• In April 2018 the DOJ filed civil suit against Knorr-Bremse AG and
Westinghouse Air Brake Technologies Corp. (“Wabtec”).
– DOJ alleged the companies reached naked no-poach agreements beginning as early as
2009 and continuing until at least 2015.
– The agreements restrained competition for employees and deprived rail industry
employees of important opportunities, information, and the ability to obtain better terms
of employment.

• A settlement, filed at the same time as the suit, enjoins the parties from
entering into future no-poaching agreements, with some exceptions. And
also requires their cooperation in uncovering any other similar
arrangements in which they may have participated (in exchange for
immunity).
• DOJ noted the conduct and the investigation completed prior to the 2016
guidelines stating such conduct would be criminally pursued but that
several other investigations were ongoing.
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